ANN ARMSTRONG
Condensed Portfolio

Designer/ Cartographer /Artist /Architect
I design and co-create frameworks for
interpretation and engagement that strengthen
our awareness of-and relationship withthe surrounding landscape. This increased
connection helps deepen community experience,
understanding, and advocacy.
The tools I value most and regularly employ
are: play, novelty, narrative, MAPS, invitations to
explore, observe and document. Throughout, I
combine data with tactile reality.
The following examples are in print, digital, and
real time/immersive forms.
ann-made.org
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ODDITREE SOCIETY
Exploring Austin’s Urban Forest
2013 - present
Project: Odditree Society
Role: co-founder, on-the-ground researcher, content
creator, and illustrator in collaboration with Angela
Hanson, City Urban Forester (former position)
Partner: Community Trees Preservation Division via
City of Austin Urban Forest Grant
Approach: The project invites the act of LOOKING
for NOVELTY AND PATTERNS as a tool for discovery/
learning.
odditreesociety.org

I

Images at right:
Odditree Society Instagram feed (crowdsourced),
Odditree Guide, annual odditree bike rides/On the
ground explorations

ODDITREE SOCIETY

Documenting Plant Life on Tillery St.
2017
Project: Watercolor plant identification workshop
Role: Workshop creator + facilitator
Partner: n/a
Approach: Collective exploration + observation +
DOCUMENTATION
This workshop framework paired direct observation
with the act of artistic documentation. Prototyped
on Tillery Street in 2017, the framework has since
been used at two other events to engage community
members with local green spaces.
The workshop structure is driven by discovery and
agency. Participants disperse across the site to
locate an unfamiliar plant, after a brief introduction
to watercoloring. Once each person sketches or
paints their specimen, they can identify it using plant
identification field guides on hand or request help
Ifrom a TreeFolks volunteer. The generated work is tied
together with a numbered map showing where each
specimen was found.
odditreesociety.org

Images at right:
Output from workshop and workshop.

A WALK IN THE PARK

Exploring Laguna Gloria, one walk at a time
2021
Project: A Walk in the Park workshop series + final resource
Role: 2021 Observer-in-Residence: Invited local artists with
an environmental focus to lead each workshop, collaborated
on workshop curriculum, co-facilitated workshop; currently
compiling compilation of workshop content and graphic
design for publication of a final resource.
Partner: The Contemporary Austin (museum)
Approach: Collective exploration and interpretation through
unique/distinct lenses
A Walk in the Park invited park-goers to explore the Laguna
Gloria sculpture park through different sensory lenses*.
Lenses came from each artist’s POV/area of focus. In total,
70 people (aged 9-65 years old) attended four workshops
focused on trees, sound, color, and invasive species. Each
workshop involved a collective walk, followed by individual
observations and data gathering focused on the topic at
hand. Participants would reconvene at the end to share and
Ireview findings. The outdoor workshops provided a new
way for community members to engage with the museum
while meeting public safety guidelines during the Covid-19
pandemic. A self-guided interpretive print resource,
generated from said workshops, is currently in production.
(estimated completion: Dec. 2021).
*Sensory lens = a filter for honing and narrowing our focus.

Images at right:
Final print resource (all 4 and then close up of color) and
workshop snapshots.

AUSTIN’S ATLAS

Exploring Austin’s Sense of Place
2011 - present
Project: Austin’s Atlas
Role: Founder/creator/archive maintainer
Partner: Citizens of Austin
Approach: Hand-drawn maps and illustrated pedestrian guides
Austin’s Atlas is a participatory project that observes, documents,
and expands upon the city’s sense of place. It does this through
site-specific workshops, guided walking tours, mappy hours,
mappenings where maps are instigated and collected, and other
formats. The project contains a growing collection of over 300
hand-drawn maps of Austin that create an idiosyncratic and
complex portrait of the city.

Images at right and below:
Write up, maps collected from Austinites, pedestrian guides and maps.

THALWEG

Exploring the landscape through play.
2020-21
Project: THALWEG fort @ Fortlandia and associated
interpretive content + map of caves/creeks/springs across
Austin
Role: Designer, detailer, fabricator, researcher/content
creator, illustrator. Collaborators:
Kat Townsend and Blue Sky Design Build
Partner: Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center
Approach: Invite people to explore and learn about the
landscape through PLAY.
The THALWEG fort created a conceptual connection with
the Texas hill country. Designed as a vertical slice of the
local landscape and painted to evoke spring water, the fort
encouraged active exploration of subterranean aquifers
and limestone karst. Endemic cave-dwelling animals were
hidden throughout the fort’s interior for more than 82,000
explorers to discover during its 4 month run.

Images at right and below:
Example of endemic cave critter content, diagram, map, and fort photos.

OTHER MEDIUMS

Construction, Metal Work, Ephemeral Sculpture
2008 - present

Images:
Upper right: Designed, built, and lived in a tiny house.
Lower right: Metal work (functional sculpture, tools, architectural welding)
Below: Ephemeral Sculpture

